
It was an ordinary day at work for Kollin Houghtaling. He was too preoccupied 
with patrons to notice a missed call from California until his break had finally 
arrived. Only one word could be made out in the voicemail, but that was all he 
needed to hear. He informed his supervisor that he needed to make a call and 
proceeded outside. 

The phone began to ring...shortly after, a voice could be heard on the other 
end. It was Avi Gallant calling from The Untz to inform Kollin that he had been 
selected as the winner of the Staff Pick in The Untz Challenge VIII.

“I probably had four heart attacks in that ten-minute span,” he said.

Without pausing to ponder, the twenty-four-year-old electronic music producer 
from Grand Haven, Michigan had just accepted an opportunity that may alter 
his life forever. 

When he started his project Flats Stanlie nearly four years ago, he never 
imagined he would be spending his summer playing festivals with nationally 
recognized electronic music artists.

The vision originates back to 2013 at a concert he caught in Chicago featuring 
Zeds Dead, RL Grime and Keys N Krates. He fell in love with the high energy 
environment. Kollin can even recall the moment he made the decision to pursue 
music production.

“I stopped dancing,” he recalls. He remembers looking on stage at the artists 
performing and thinking to himself, “I’ve been playing piano for ten years…I can 
do that.”

Later that night was his first introduction to FL Studio, the software he still uses 
today. When he returned from Chicago, he purchased the software immediately. 
He described his first direction in music as “shreddy dubstep” infused with funk, a 
nod to one of his biggest influences, GRiZ.

A passion for performing wasn’t discovered until later, when a DJ controller was 
gifted to him by two of his friends with a note attached that read, “Let’s get live!” 
a note he still has to this day. 

His manager, Joshua Osborn, attributes a lot of Kollin’s success to The Intersection, a 
concert venue located in Grand Rapids.
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“They’ve played a huge role in making this happen,” Osborn said, referring to the 
venue’s decision to donate their front room for the Flats Stanlie Benefit Show back in 
May. The show in combination with their GoFundMe has helped raise over $2000 
towards expenses they expect to incur. 

Kollin completed the first stop on his festival tour over Memorial Day weekend at 
Summer Camp Music Festival in Chillicothe, Illinois. When asked how it felt to play on 
a stage that size, one of his responses was “brain rattling.”

Congregated near the left side of the stage to support the hometown homie was a 
group of employees from The Intersection. Kollin described it as eye opening to see 
such support from a venue he’s visited since he was 16.

His performance packed a mixture of future bass and funk, while adding touches of 
trap to keep the crowd on their toes the whole time. Fans were also given a sample 
of songs off his EP ‘Digital Astronauts’ set to be released later this month. The biggest 
moment was when electro-soul and bass music producer Statik joined Kollin on stage 
armed with a guitar in hand. 

With the name Statik appearing on bills for some of our favorite artists like GRiZ and 
Pretty Lights, we’re shocked that we’ve never been exposed to him before Summer 
Camp Music Festival. Nonetheless, we were overly impressed with the duo’s ability to 
smoothly integrate the instrumentation into the performance. Without Kollin telling us 
that this was the first time he had ever had a musician sit in on one of his sets, we would 
have never have known otherwise.

For Kollin, it’s not as much about the music as it is the relationships he has established 
through music. His life will continue to change, but the message he wants to spread 
remains consistent. 

“Music is the vision, but the love is the dream,” he says.

When he pulled into a gas station on his way to Summer Camp Music Festival, he was 
reminded of this dream.

“That’s a wild Flats Stanlie,” said a man walking out of the convenience store.

As he drove off, Josh asked Kollin if he knew who that was, to which he happily 
replied, “no idea.”

Flats Stanlie interview 
at Summer Camp 2017

What was it like playing on a stage that large?

Kollin: “My ears are ringing. I’ve never played on a system that loud. I didn’t realize that 
the monitors were gonna be right by my head, so that’s why I kept leaning over my board 
because every time I leaned over it was getting quieter. They’re set up to be going straight 
towards one another, straight towards your ears and when you’re standing right in the middle 
of that, it rattles your brain. So big piece of advice, if you’re gonna play on a festival stage, 
bring ear plugs. I won’t be playing any more sets without ear plugs, never.

But being on a stage that big, that’s a dream come true. It’s a little bit taller than the stage in 
The Intersection’s show room, but when it comes to sound, that stage was huge. I was talking 
to The Intersection team right after my set and they were saying, ‘that’s about two times the 
size of ours.’ I thought it was beautiful. The music just sounded so clear and so clean, it was 
great.”

How did you and Static meet?

Kollin: “We first found each other on Facebook and that’s how we started talking. I’ve been 
sending him music throughout every progression and every time I’ve ever sent him something 
he’s always gotten back to me.

When I found out I won the staff pick, I hit him up saying, ‘dude, I’m gonna be at Summer 
Camp’ and he said, ‘Oh shit! Unannounced, I am too. How would you feel about doing 
something like a sit in?’ I was just like, ‘Uhhhhh hell yeah, let’s do it!’

I’ve never done a sit in before. I’ve never had someone come out and play with me, but I 
gotta say, that worked out way better than I ever thought it would. That was really fun and 
I’m really glad that he could be a part of it.”
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Walk me through how you found out you won The Untz Challenge Staff Pick.

Kollin: “I heard about the contest last year, but I didn’t believe my production skills were 
good enough. Honest to God when I entered this year, I did not think they were good enough 
either. I never gave up hope that I would get the staff pick because anybody could’ve won 
that. Josh was the one who told me that I should enter this year. That same day, I sat down 
and started making the track that won it, ‘Bloom’.

Who are some of your influences in music?

Kollin: “GRiZ is my biggest influence by far because of his personality and who he is 
musically. Everything about him and All Good Records, they are like the crème de la crème to 
me. You can go and get signed to big labels like Insomniac and what not and they have their 
family too, but when it comes to the All Good team, that’s just close knit. I’ve come to learn 
that by hanging out with them and seeing them. I’ve opened up for a lot of their artists and 
it’s crazy to be able to talk to them and have their support too. “

How did you get started producing music as Flats Stanlie?

Kollin: “Flats Stanlie started off in my buddy’s basement. What really set me off into wanting 
to do it was I caught Zeds Dead, RL Grime and Keys N Krates at the Argon Ballroom in 
Chicago. It was dirty, it was an incredible set. I had never even heard of Zeds Dead, my 
friends were just like ‘buy a ticket, you’re coming with.’

So we go down there, we’re hanging out having a blast and I’m not kidding, there was one 
point where I just stopped dancing and I thought to myself, ‘I’ve been playing piano for 
ten years, I’ve heard of FL Studio, I’ve heard of Ableton. I’ve heard of all this music making 
software’ and I’m just like, ‘I can do that.’ We go back to the hotel room and my buddy 
literally has his laptop out producing. His name’s Jack Northman and he’s the one who 
introduced me into FL and that’s what I make all my music on right now.

I get home and immediately get FL Studio. I told my buddy when I first started ‘I wanna make 
shreddy dubstep like Zeds Dead and Skrillex and then I wanna mix funk with it like GRiZ.’ I 
called my first song ‘Shred the Funk’, it’s the shittiest song I’ve ever made in my life, by far. 
No one else gets to hear it, it’s in my vault for only me to listen. This was almost four years 
ago. I started off just producing and then my laptop shut down on me while I was working 
on like 100 different projects. That’s the thing about music making software, sometimes it just 
goes, ‘you’re done’ and you have to restart, but that’s when you go back and try to figure 
out new ways of doing things.

I started getting into live performance and mixing when two homies from Detroit, Tyler and 
Braden who go by Nebula, sent me their old DJ controller and a little piece of paper with it 
that said, ‘Let’s get live!’ Still have that piece of paper to this day.

My first show was in Chicago. It was a free show; it was a pretty decent crowd inside a 
little sports bar. We had a great time. I started focusing on mixing and performing for a 
solid year, testing out new waters, experimenting with how crowds react to certain things. 
Every crowd is different, but they all react to certain things. It’s kind of like in the movie The 
Interview, ‘We’re different, but we’re same same,’ you know what I mean?

But if you would have told me three and a half years ago in my buddy’s basement, ‘you’re 
going to be playing six major festivals,’ I would’ve told you no way. Here I am today and it is 
mind blowing how fast things are moving. When you pursue a dream, just keep going.”

How I found out I actually won the staff pick was at work. I work Buffalo Wild Wings as 
a server and I’m just sitting outside taking a break. I saw I got a phone call and it was a 
California number and I was like, ‘who’s calling me from California?’ and I had a voicemail 
from it too. The only word I heard on the voicemail was ‘Untz’ and my heart stopped. I had 
like a full section of tables, but I told my boss that I had to go outside and make a phone call 
and that I would be right back.

I go outside, I call the number back and it’s a guy by the name of Avi Gallant and he goes, 
‘Are you Kollin?’ I was like ‘Yeah…what’s up man?’ He was like, ‘Well, I work with The Untz 
and after a long discussion we want you to win the staff pick.’

I probably had four heart attacks in that ten-minute span. Then he asked me, ‘Can you make 
it to all the festivals?’ Without even thinking, I didn’t factor in the travel, I didn’t factor in any 
of that, I was just like, ‘Yup, let’s do it!’ But I had to get back to work, so I told him I would 
call him right back. When I got off the phone with Avi I just fell to my knees and I started 
crying my eyes out.

I called Josh and I’m like, ‘Dude…Bruh…Bruh…We won!’ and I’m not kidding, I thought I 
heard the phone drop. I just hear muffled screaming and him freaking out. And Josh hates the 
words ‘lit’ and ‘fam’, but he straight up said ‘this is the only time I’m gonna say this, but this is 
going to be lit fam’ and I just started laughing.”

Within two days, I had the track ready to go, 
but I still had like two weeks until I could actually 
submit. After two weeks of going through and 
being a perfectionist, I submitted it. At one point 
I literally deleted half of it and then redid it, and 
then deleted it again and redid it, and then I was 
like, ‘Kollin, stop. Just go back, finish it up, you’re 
good.’ I finally got it done and I finished it the 
day I was submitting. Then we had like a couple 
weeks before we even found out I was one of the 
finalists.

When voting started for the finalists, I was in first 
place for about the first day and a quarter of the 
next day. After that, I got crushed in voting. Near 
the end, I got around 70 votes and LYFTD, the 
guys who won the challenge, had nearly 1000. 
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Where do you see yourself five years from now?

Kollin: “I have no idea man. I’m gonna keep pursuing and I’m never gonna stop, but where I 
think I’m gonna be in five years is hopefully headlining every show I play. Hopefully getting 
to a point where my name is spread and I can walk down the main street of a festival and 
people know who I am. I’m not in it for the fame, I’m in it to be able to spread a good 
message and my message is that ‘music is the vision, but the love is the dream.’

Music is great and all, but the best part is the love you get from the fans and random 
supporters that just come up to you. For instance, on the way up here at a gas station in the 
middle of nowhere, this dude just comes walking out and goes, ‘that’s a wild Flat Stanlie’. I 
started laughing and I gave him a hug and whatnot, he walks away and Josh looks at me and 
goes ‘did you know that dude?’ and I go ‘no idea.’ Middle of nowhere, that’s mind blowing.

I see myself traveling the world. I wanna be able to jump the pond and go tour Europe. My 
biggest thing that I’ve always told people is I wanna play a show in Tokyo. I wanna go to 
Keoto and walk around the garden city, just chilling with the cherry blossoms. That’s why I 
have this tattoo on my arm. That’s my biggest dream, to play in Tokyo, Japan.”
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